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THE THEORETICAL GARYl

By WILLIAM L. DEALEY, Clark University

The brilliant and extensive literature descriptive of Gary,
even apart from the system itself, has created an "abstrac
tion" of high significance to educational practice. This sys
tem, according to Snedden, in its underlying theory, in its
plans, and certainly to a large extent in its practice, meets
the needs of city children. With Dewey, its introduction is
the most momentous question before New York citizens.
Bourne in his Gary essays adds that Montessori seems
almost a beginner so daringly has Wirt carried the principles
of self-instruction up through the higher grades. To Taylor,
Gary is "the most remarkable educational experiment the
world has seen since Pestalozzi."

The city itself is typical through its immediate contact with
Chicago, its pressing immigrant and labor problems. Wirt
not only pays city prices and relies on ordinary teachers, but
had further to accommodate an extraordinary nine-year
growth in population from 300 to 40,000. Emerson and
Froebel Schools, costing some $600,000, now with 2,742
pupils (nearly 60 per cent. the present Gary enrollment),
essentially represent the Gary "plan." These two school
plants, Curtis and Bourne think unsurpassed, and according
to Bobbitt, they are thoroughly modern.

The administrative machinery is surprisingly small: the edu
cational engineer in charge is Wirt, plus an efficient school
board of three, a supervisor of academic and another of
industrial work, and a principal as executive head in each
of five buildings.

Emerson and Froebel employ a staff of 88 teachers for
5-6 hours daily, including I hour of auditorium. Though
grade teachers still average 30 pupils, the high school average
has been reduced to nearly 20. As time may be equally
divided between recitation and study, there is no home-work.

1 This study is a digest of the Gary literature, especially articles
by Allen, Baker, Bobbitt, Bourne, Burris, Churchill, Coons, Curtis,
Dean, Dewey, Ettinger, Fernandez, Hartwell, Johnson, Klapper, Lane,
Nock, Nudd, Prendergast, Smith, Snedden, Spaulding, Starbuck, Tay
lor, Wirth, and Wulfing.
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270 THE THEORETICAL GARY

New-coming teachers learn as apprentices to older teachers,
who are also encouraged to experiment in details of courses.
Play supervisors teach 7, practical shop instructors 8 hours.

These plants are operated by scientific management, for
a maximum of service. Their fundamental economy uses
all the plant all the available time. The Gary double-unit
plan" houses two duplicate organizations in one set of school
accommodations. One building thus contains two independ
ent schools, one from 8 to 3, the other from 9 to 4. The
total school divides into four groups, and school activities
into the four departments of academic; second, science,
manual arts, drawing, music; third, auditorium; fourth,
physical training and play application. With one school in
departments "one" and "two," the alternate school is in
departments "three" and "four." Thus four separate
classes use each regular classroom daily, doubling the net
capacity of the plant. The absurd theory of a seat for every
pupil and the same work for all is effectively discarded.
A desk is onlv a tool, to be used when needed. Esti
mating cost at '$8,000 a classroom, this saves in a 24-cla<s-
room building nearly $100,000. .

The usual overhead charge of idle plants is further elimi
nated by an all-year school, with two months voluntary; by
an eight-hour school, with at least 4 hours compulsory; by
Saturday school, for voluntary work and play. This addi
tional time is substituted for the fanner waste in " street and
alley" time. This waste is further avoided by 4 evening
sessions in continuation school and social center activities, and
a Sunday social center.

Not only is there no scandalous overhead, but the number
of workers is reduced to a minimum. by keeping each at his
maximum efficiency. Special activities calI for specialists, or
a departmental system. The obj ection to departmentalization
of the lowest grades is met by having one or at most two
teachers for the regular subjects. With specialists for special
subjects, that curious and expensive anomaly, the "super
vising" teacher under whom teachers try to teach things they
scarcely know, is eliminated.

In addition to maximum use of the school plant, and pos
sible maximum teaching efficiency, there is an important econ
omy in charging the budget for the shops to maintenance.
The pupils, apprenticed to regular workmen selected ior skill
and teaching ability, equip and repair the school plants. For
example, in 1912, three printing, cabinet and painting shops,

2 H artwell '16 describes the adaptation of this device to a large Cleve
land school as the .. platoon" plan.
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THE THEORETICAL GARY 271

with 105 pupils, totaled credits of over $7,000 Any surplus is
used for a new shop.

There are unexpected economies from grouping other city
departments, such as parks and playgrounds, about the schools.
The attendance at I I recreation centers in Chicago, at a cost
of two million, for example, is equalled by the Emerson school.

The saving from these various economies is so great, Gary,
with relatively meagre revenues, can afford varied modern
equipment and special teachers. The total per capita cost of
each of the 4 departments is from $140 to $400, or from 40
to 100 per cent. greater than for a regular classroom, but as
the new school may accommodate 4 times as many, the actual
per capita cost is only $35-$100, says Wirt. Spaulding cites
the average Gary salary as $85°; Taylor as $892; Burris in
1913, as $935.3 Spaulding however estimates the total current
expense per pupil in Gary as $46 to Minneapolis' $44. Taylor
concludes the cost of the day schools alone is $36, but of all
day, evening and holiday activities, as $55. Curtis cites Gary
as $40, and Chicago as $43.

Spaulding would then add $12 per capita interest on invest
ment, and $10 for increase in salaries due to increased day,
and conclude that Minneapolis schools Garyized would cost
one-third more. This is most unfair, as the " increased" day
is but one auditorium hour, for which the presence of the
class usually suffices; while the Gary plant is far behind its
full capacity, although running evenings and holidays and
actually caring for more adults than children. In fact, Nudd
by allowing for these and other factors, concludes Minneapolis
schools Garyized would cost less per pupil. It would have
been more reasonable to have compared this theoretical appli
cation to Minneapolis with the. theoretical possibilities of the
Gary plan. Burris, in such a theoretical estimate, compared
the Jefferson as a traditional school with the Emerson. 1908,
and found a per capita cost superiority of the Gary plan of
$35 to $62; and in cost of construction, of $125 to $225·

The Gary system, therefore, is not a cheap system; its
median is above rather than below the median for the country.
Wirt is "not specially interested in running school systems
cheaply," but in the disposition of the economies secured.

3 According to Smith, tables for Indiana's 25 largest cities (Giles
'16) show only 54 per cent of the Gary expenditures for elementary
schools used for teaching purposes, yet but one other city (Indianapolis)
has a higher salary scale for elementary teachers, supervisors, or
principals. Elementary teachers average $4.85 daily. Similarly in
the high schools only 87 per cent of the expenditures are for teach
ing, yet these teachers are the best paid in the State, averaging $6.74
daily. !
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272 THE THEORETICAL GARY

The disposition of these economies is in equipment for the
lengthened day, and added auditorium, libraries, art and music
studios, science laboratories, and a fine equipment of work
shops, printing, electrical, machine, pattern, forging, molding
shops, painting departments, metal work rooms, also four
gymnasiums and three swimming pools, and some twenty sur
rounding acres. A school farm serves for excursions and
agricultural demonstration.

The departmental schedule allows the expert use of these
varied opportunities through the subdivision of groups for
shops and laboratories. After meeting for the academic sub
jects, the class may divide into 4 parts in special science or
art classes, for example; may again unite and join other classes
for play or library work; or again divide into still smaller
groups for intensive work with shop men. Such a flexible
schedule allows any grouping from 4 to 400 according to aim,
while the eight-hour day reinforces 2 hours classroom, by
2 hours in shops, laboratories and studios, I in the auditorium,
2 in application, play or physical training.

The essential advantage of this system is sufficient flexibility
to work up the raw material throug-h these opportunities into
the finished product for which it is best adapted. Life is not
divided into inelastic grades and retardation. Promotion is
generally by subjects, transfer is informal. Classes work in
" rapid." " average" or " slow" groups, co npleting the state
prescribed curriculum in 10, 12 or 14 years. The pupil may
pass from group to group or grade to grade at any time, on ex
amination by the supervisor. The child long absent, or weak
in any subject, takes these lessons with both schools or even
a grade below, without disturbing the routine because sub
stituted in department four or Saturday or vacation time.
The new-coming foreigner, for example, may thus concentrate
on English. Or the distinctly backward child does what he
can in the special activities. Significant of this flexibility is
the physically weak child, who may spend most or all his time
in supervised out-door play gaining strength to do the regular
work. Thus unless a child be defective. there is no need for
special schools, as " the flexibility of the program in the Gary
schools. with its alternation of regular studies and special
activities each in progress the whole day long, makes
it possible to adapt the program to the pupil." Every child
may select an individual schedule.

In addition to flexible promotion, segregation of sexes has
resulted simply from adaptation to individual needs. Organi
zation for play, the pool, personal hygiene, and applied activi-
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THE THEORETICAL GARY 273

ties, required a unisexual classification, then retained through
out to avoid breaking classes.

More striking still is the interweaving of this flexibility into
a unit-system through class correlation. Personal hygiene, for
example, is taught by teachers of biology and physical culture
co-operatively. Similarly, the playground teachers supplement
the arithmetic work with games involving mathematics, and
literature with dramatization work. Or again, teachers of
botany, physics, and sewing for 7th and 9th girls, meet and
plan their work with teachers of zoology, physiology, chem
istry and cooking for 6th, 8th and roth girls. The botany
class' study of food and textile products ramifies into the
domestic science work, just as zoology study fuses with physi
ology. Or again, arithmetic classes do problems for their
carpentry class, and English classes emphasize things pupils
need to know in the printing shop, punctuation, paragraphing,
spelling. Laboratory and shop teachers have definite periods
to instruct in mathematics and English.

The motive of Gary should always be social, recognizing
the greater importance of an intimate correlation between the
school and life. French in the 3d, German in the 7th, utilize
conversation methods. Classes in geography and history are
gaining an imaginative background of the larger social world;
clippings brought to the news-board, maps, charts, mostly
made by the children, fairly smother the history laboratory.
Bourne found a class studying " the city as a healthful place
to live in," with special emphasis on parks, because of the
town campaign for a new water-front park. Little outlines
of Greek and Roman, mediaeval and modern cities, had been
worked up. Another class was comparing Athenian and Spar
tan education with Gary education. This class has formed a
voluntary society, conducted by its child president, "to im
prove its members as American citizens by a study of the
experiences of the ancient peoples." Or again, the 9th grade
English class is organized as the Emerson Improvement Asso
ciation.

Science teaching is commenced early in the grades, in 7
different laboratories. General information, not laboratory
manipulation, is the aim, so experiments are performed by
class demonstration, under group stimulus. The Emerson
school has an elaborate conservatory at its entrance, and win
dow hot-houses in the botany room, where various grades care
for plants. These botanists have charge of the school grounds
and vegetable gardens. Similarly for zoology, the playground
zoo contains foxes, coyotes, raccoons and prairie-dogs, upon
whose habits and adventures the children have prepared a
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274 THE THEORETICAL GARY

pamphlet. in the laboratory itself, Bourne found crows,
chickens, pigeons, and concludes, the imperturbability of the
children amid this racket showed this was the way a zoology
room ought to behave.

Gary frankly accepts the machine as the basis of modern
life, and it is with the child from his earliest years. Bourne
describes a physics class of twelve ra-year-old girls and their
9-year-old helpers, studying the motor-cycle. The instructor
began with a spelling lesson on the parts and processes, then
explained the mechanism and physical principles involved,
finally starting the motor-cycle, while the girls described its
action. "The intense animation of that little group was all
the more piquant for having as a background the astounded
disapprobation of three grave school superintendents from the
East." Taylor saw a class working on ventilation data; the
upper grades, also, are able to enter a house and plan a com
plete heating system. The physics laboratories are elaborately
equipped, with three large rooms in Emerson, plus the lighting
and power plant.

Chemistry is related to industry, the home, the school lunch
room. Graduates of the laboratory are able at once to earn
$80 a month in the research laboratories of the Steel Corpora
tion. Coons cites the erection of a crucible by the boys to
reduce a sample of bog iron brought in by a curious boy,
as a starting point for the steel and iron industries of Gary.
Taylor instances a class on the basis of whose analysis of
coal for the schools, payment was made. The Emerson labor
atory is simply an extension of the municipal chemist's labora
tory. Older children act as his assistants testing city water
and milk supplies; his children are practically deputy food
inspectors, visiting dairies, bakeries and food-shops. Bourne
found another class experimenting with soft drinks, studying
questions of solution, suspension and crystallization. The bac
teriology laboratory is equipped for testing food products and
contagious diseases; while the school physician has his own
laboratory, and students are assigned to work with him.
Through auditorium, chemistry and physiology, he explains the
laws of health. When a classmate is sick, the children see
that quarantine is enforced.

In the arts, Taylor describes a studio for orchestra, piano,
correlated vocal work, and special library. Instrumental music
is part of the curricula for six per cent. forming nine school
orchestras, inclusive of evening schools. The art work in
cludes jewelry design, pottery design, drawing applied to the
shops and laboratories; in one studio, children were decorating
the walls.
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THE THEORETICAL GARY 275

Probably the most successful solution of the practical arts
course is the Gary vocational guidance plan. This extension
of the manual training system to Burris is the "best yet de
vised." Gary places practical instruction, Snedden adds, on
a much more satisfactory basis "than anything heretofore
existing outside of individual schools." Every bit of practical
work for the entire school plant is made an educational oppor
tunity, providing prevocational industrial and commercial ex
periences at small cost. The school thereby organizes itself
as a community of children varied in its work.

The basis is laid in the elementary school. The first three
grades devote an hour daily to simple hand-work, learning to
handle materials much as primitive people used them. Fourth
and 5th grade children assist the older in shops and drawing
rooms. The junior high school organization here extends to
the 6th grade, where actual work is begun, as responsible ap
prentices in some shop, utilizing the earlier experiences to
definite ends. These small shop classes resemble individual
instruction, thus emphasizing the guidance element. The
Gary pupil may change his shop every five weeks; he must
change at least twice a year. As a responsible worker, rotat
ing through three shop courses a year, living for two hours a
day in the rudiments of many occupations, he tests his abilities.
On leaving he has definite attitudes, encouraged by instruction
in the possibilities of various trades. Gary averages nearly
3 hours such training per day for each boy 14 years or over.
These schools are now working toward an advanced part-time
system. By requiring attendance upon any three of the four
quarters in an all-school year, the vacation workers may be
distributed evenly through the year. This would add a school
quarter of practical work, and continuously utilize the shops
and industries of Gary as real-life laboratories, at no increased
expenditure.'

Under such conditions, says Bourne, manual training as
sumes new meaning, interested groups cooperating as in a
well-ordered factory. In the carpentry shop Taylor found
youngsters so small they could scarcely see the top of the
work bench making things either practical or of play utility.
Boys making desks or tables or cabinets for the botany col
lections, or book-racks for the library, send them on to the
paint-shop when finished. Only boys of 16 are allowed in

4 Many of the older children are already encouraged to accept
positions, says Smith, returning to vacation schools to make up their
work, so that the ratio of average daily attendance to total enrollment
is only 76 per cent; while at the same time, Giles '16 found only one
other Indiana city with a higher daily attendance in proportion to
population.
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276 THE THEORETICAL GARY

the cabinet shop. The children turn their own baseball bats
as well as shop patterns. In the turning room, Taylor saw a
13-year-old 8th grade pupil turning a laboratory stool, its base
cast in the school foundry. In the blacksmith shop, a 5th
grade boy was mending his roller skates; while all forged iron
work in the elaborate playground equipment is made here.
The American Bridge Company manufactured the charging
platforms for the foundry from specifications drawn in .the
drafting room. The Emerson machine shop for children above
the 7th has some $8,000 worth of equipment. Bourne found
boys in the sheet-metal shop hammering zinc for the roof;
they manufacture the school utensils. Young electricians were
repairing. Several of the plumbing shops possess extensive
equipment. The shoeless condition of some of the Froebel
children has led to a cobbling shop. The printing shop is as
well equipped as a commercial printer, teaches the whole art
of printing and bookbinding, and does all the school work.

Many of the girls in the advanced grades not only study
home-making, but are in millinery or arts and crafts or
printing, others in the school store and school bank, both
actual business departments. The Emerson school office, for
example, does all the school accounting, sufficient to keep
some 10 pupils busy daily, and gives pre-commercial experi
ences to about 120. The store-rooms are included, so that
accurate records of supplies and costs are kept. This work
includes stenography, typewriting and business methods.
These girls also have a sewing room, in which to make their
own clothes. Another excellent illustration is the school lunch
room of the cooking department, serving real lunches to stu
dents who pay a student cashier. The girls do all the plan
ning, buying, and accounting. They post daily menus, with
prices and food values, based on chemical laboratory analyses.

Clearly, the Gary school is organized as a community, self
supporting industrially and varied as is the larger community.
Play is therefore an integral part of the curriculum. "Gary,"
says Curtis. " perhaps comes the nearest of any city to a real
solution of the play problem of her children." She has at
tained nearly maximum and uniform attendance at her play
grounds at all hours. The Emerson playground, through elec
tric lighting at a cost of only $1.50 an evening, is used 12
hours a day, whereas municipal playground attendance is
very irregular, the facilities being in tum excessive and in
adequate, averaging I hour. The standard playground at
Froebel is 20 acres, half belonging to the park department.
The grounds include hand-ball, basket-ball and tennis courts
(with regular class instruction), sand pits, wading pools, al-
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THE THEORETICAL GARY 277

most every form of all-steel apparatus, in short the most
complete equipment Curtis has yet found. The field includes
a circular and straightaway track, baseball and football space.
The swimming pools at Emerson are used twice a week by
the boys, once by the girls wearing undyed one-piece suits
made in the sewing room, Froebel, apart from its two gym
nasiums, has a stage some eighty feet square used for basket
ball, drills and exhibitions. Physical training commences in
the first grade. .

It should already be apparent that the Gary school is an
organic unit-system, a synthesis of educational influences such
as "playground, garden, workshop, social center, library, and
traditional school." Its synthesis is heightened by placing all
12 grades in one building. Not only are completely equipped
centers cheaper than duplication in smaller centers, but the
younger grades may thus use shops and laboratories otherwise
extravagant." Children of all ages go freely everywhere in
the building. Fourth grade children, for example, observe
the older in chemistry, zoology and cooking; fifth grade chil
dren in physics, botany and sewing, developing new interests.
Older children may clarify their ideas by explaining to
younger. This process is heightened by distributing shops,
studios, and laboratories over the building as equally signifi
cant, and using big glass doors and windows. The very cor
ridors are most spacious, and lined with art and museum
collections. Under such a communal existence any gap be
tween elementary and high school simply is non-existent.

Gary is further a "school-community of itself" through
a " forum" or auditorium, where s • everything that is pecu
liarly interesting in any part of the school" may be brought
dramatically to the attention of all. It gives motive to the
entire school program, and molds public opinion. Discipline
is as free as in any adult meeting. It is conducted by the
children, in large units, under a teacher's direction. Taylor
saw 6th grade English compositions on table manners staged,
with children taking the parts. Motion or lantern pictures,
exhibitions, choral or instrumental music, may succeed dra
matic dialogues written from history or literature, or an older
grade may tell of a physics experiment, or a cooking class
of a cheap, nutritious bill of fare, or special teachers of their
work.

5 As a result there is a more equitable division of funds at Gary
than is usually obtained, for as Giles '16 shows, the average daily
attendance in Gary high schools is 10.5 per cent that of the grades,
while the expenditure for high schools is 13 per cent that for the
grades.
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278 THE THEORETICAL GARY

Such activities leave no other interpretation than that con
structive self-activity in real life situations is coming to form
the basis of Gary. Freely reacting to numerous opportuni
ties, Gary children gladly learn by doing every day in the
year. The Syracuse report refers to their happy appearance.
They "run or skip, talk or whistle in the halls and other
sacred precincts of the school exactly as they would in their
own homes." Bourne says the children unaffectedly own the
school. Their affairs are controlled by an elective students'
council.

One device remains for emphasis, the application period.
" This period is definitely planned to give the formal work of
the school expression through self-activity." It may be used
for library reading; for games requiring practice in number
or language. Music and literature teachers may introduce
folk dances, musical games and dramatics. Taylor describes
such a period in the lower grades, 3d year, not as a class
exercise, but a period in which the children walked around
the room, talked freely, some had nature study, some modeled,
some sewed. In the upper grades, the workshops and labora
tories furnish the best opportunity for application work.

But the application period need not merely supplement
school work. It may extend into outside child-welfare activi
ties, for the school alone cannot afford the child a complete
life. Wirt does not regard his institutions as "schools" at
all, but as "opportunity centers." He would have library,
church, home, playground, park, museum, private studio,
theatre, club, press, shop, police, unite in Gary to construct
a new type of municipal institution to which they all con
tribute. It is necessary to suppose public library, art gal
leries, museums and public parks administered as parts of
unit plants, to appreciate this plan whereby Wirt seeks to
integrate the facilities a city should provide for the welfare of
its people. Whenever any agency is equivalent to the school
work so displaced, it may be substituted. Each class, for
example, spends a part of department four time in the public
library, where thousands of volumes are classified by grades
for supplementary reading. Or the application period may
utilize the neighboring Y. M. C. A. for gymnasium or lecture,
or a private music studio, or Boy Scout activities. "The
school with such programs thus becomes a clearing-house for
the other child welfare agencies of the neighborhood."

The best known feature of this cooperative device enables
various churches to take groups of children for religious in
struction, at the parents' request, 2 weekly periods. Attend
ance is voluntary, but reaches nearly 80 per cent. under 5 paid
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THE THEORETICAL GARY 279

religious teachers. New York has formed an Interdenomi
national Committee representing 18 Protestant, Catholic and
Jewish bodies to take advantage of similar opportunities. Its
greatest significance may lie in a gradual substitution for the
Catholic parochial school.

The school definitely unites with home and neighborhood
social work, by making each teacher personally responsible for
the children in a district of some fifty families. In addition
to a careful social history on entrance, and measurements of
his home by each child, the children make every grade teacher
a complete map locating every house in her district. If con
ditions are very bad, neighborhood public opinion is worked
up through other children on the block. From time to time
good and bad features are pointed out in the auditorium.
Gary is thus advancing toward a " special department of social
service as an intrinsic part of the school organization."

It would be surprising if such schools were not public prop
erty in the fullest sense. According to Burris, they are using
all the educational opportunities of the city, all the time, for
all the people, in a way which reveals to young and old that
what they are doing is worth while. It is readily seen that
such completely equipped shops and laboratories, auditoriums,
social rooms, pools, gymnasiums and playgrounds, afford also
a complete social and recreation center for adults. Sundays
included, entire families attend meetings in Froebel. Seven
teen hundred men attend evening school, and the total enroll
ment is 6,000, for anyone may go and "learn anything he
wants to know or do." Thus Gary schools inseparably weave
themselves into the lives of both parents and children.

The novelty of Gary is the synthesis and the democratic
idea that motivates it. There is no reason why other systems
should not undertake one or all of these profoundly sug
gestive devices. Their most remarkable application is in New
York, a city presenting one of the most formidable school
problems in the country, in rapid growth, alien population
and political cross-currents. The seriousness of its situation
appears in 141,360 elementary school children on part-time,
September, 1915. The adaptation of the Gary system to
School No. 89, Brooklyn, solved one of the most difficult
part-time problems in the city, with an improved curriculum.
Wirt found 40 classes and only 26 rooms, but through dupli
cate schools was able to set aside 5 rooms for special subjects
and introduce a 6-hour day. Its adaptation to a Bronx
school, 1\0. 45, with 2,700 in 3,065 children on a 4-hour day,
immediately placed, says Taylor, 1,629 on a 5-hour and 1,431
on a 6.3-hour schedule. Seventy-two classes then required
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but. 54 regular teachers, 4 for auditorium work, releasing 14
teaching positions to specialists in art, science and vocational
work. The auditorium is used by 3,000 children, 40 minutes,
daily. Play involves the continuous use of sadly cramped
space. The former rigid discipline has disappeared.

On the basis of these experiments, the Board of Estimate
allowed $620,000 to reorganize on the Gary plan 12 Bronx
schools, eliminating a most acute part-time situation, 35,580
children registered, and sittings for only 25,331. In place of
583 classrooms for 779 classes, the Gary plan will accommo
date 1,022 classes, a total of 46,000 children. These children
will receive daily, 380 minutes in place of 300; the upper
grades 80 minutes in academic work; 40, play; 40, auditorium;
60, luncheon; 140, academic, and 80 in drawing, science and
shopwork. Sixty-three prevocational shops with special equip
ment are included. In April, the Board of Education voted
to extend the Gary plan to approximately 100,000 more pupils,
at nearly $3,848,000.

The New York school budget, 1915-16; increased more than
$4,000,000, largely by increased registration; while traditional
estimates approximate an additional 40 million, to eliminate
the part-time evil. In contrast, by an expenditure of 6 million
for structural changes, annexes and play space, Wirt estimates
a six-hour day and superior facilities to all children.

The New York Ettinger plan has been confused with the
Gary system, but is essentially a device for securing prevoca
tional experiences to older pupils. There are some 9 pre
vocational schools, including woodwork, machine shop, sheet
metal work, plumbing, electric wiring, printing, bookbinding,
sign-painting, trade drawing, garment designing, power-ma
chine operating for girls, dressmaking, millinery, pasting and
novelty work, and home-making. School No. 64, for example,
has so:ne IO shops. Vocational guidance consists in rotating
these industrial classes, IO weeks in each shop, until marked
aptitude is shown. Their rigid separation from the regular
school forces 7th grade children to choose between extremes
of too much academic or too much vocational work, and re
sults in an undemocratic class division. The academic work
is no longer vitalized by the vocational motive. Wirt aptly
refers to these schools as special vocational hospitals, repairing
the mental and industrial cripples made by six years of mal
adjusted, traditional schooling. In no sense do they substitute
for the complete reorganization implied in the Gary plan.

Buckingham, 'IS examined at an interval of three months
the 2 Gary schools, 6 Ettinger prevocational schools and se-
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lected traditional schools. He found comparative percentages,
Gary, 49· I; prevocational, 54.0; traditional, 57.7; while per
centages of improved pupils were 40.7, 47.6, 54.3. As Allen
points out, this is a clear misuse of averages to " smooth out"
facts. Six schools averaged as having improved, actually lost
in 8 subjects, 4 others gained less than I per cent. in 5 sub
jects. Comparing 2 with 8 allows one low school to reduce
the Gary average 4 times as rapidly. Nor were there scien
tific controls such as evidence that the schools were com
parable. Buckingham seems to assume that six years' pre
vious experience in traditional schools would not affect three
months' training in a Gary school. In fact the lower Gary
school had been on a traditional basis until 3 weeks before
the first test. This Bronx school had suffered acutely from
part-time and was undergoing readjustment, with chiefly Ital
ian pupils. To it was compared a traditional Bronx school,
No. 46, with native children from well-to-do-homes, on full
time, in settled classes. Yet the latter improved 0.3 per cent.
and the Gary school 4.2 per cent. Facts given for each of
the schools show the highest Gary school actually excelled
the traditional schools in improvement 22 out of 40 possible
times; in history, for example, this school excelled 7 of the
8 traditional, in geography, 6. In the final test, the highest
Gary school outranked one or more traditional schools in all
subjects. To disparage the Gary plan on this basis is highly
objectionable. These are tests of traditional academic sub
jects: spelling, arithmetic, history, geography, formal gram
mar, and so decidedly inadequate for gaging the special mod
em activities of the Gary system.

Various progressive cities are including similar experiments.
Two Newark schools have been reorganized, the Cleveland
School, with some 2,000 pupils, replacing 35 classes by 51;
grammar pupils receiving 80 minutes daily in science or shop,
40 in play, auditorium, and a 6-hour day. Troy's Central
School, organized by Wirt on the Gary plan, secures, says the
superintendent, " far better training" for the children. Pas
saic has adopted both the framework and spirit as expressed
in a new, specially designed plant. Pittsburgh is developing
a " Gary" school, or again, the progressive Bridgham School
in Providence is moving in this direction. Such random
illustrations show the trend.

From the evolutionary standpoint, " the Gary system is such
a live, growing organism, and has within itself such a capacity
for intensive readjustment its scope can be easily modified to
make room for whatever developments its growth may de-
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mand. a real experimental school system in the larger
sense, flexible, but not unstable, free, but not unorganized."
Compared with this moving equilibrium, the average static
school system should be rated an experimental failure. Though
Gary is frankly an experiment in process of development, in
the present state of educational theory, so is every school sys
tem. In spite of the apparent looseness of the actual Gary,
it is possible to build up from the extensive literature this
abstraction of the ideal theoretical Gary.
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